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pring is a busy time of year. This season typically flies by with packed

Along Freedom Street

family schedules from spring breaks, to yard work, to filing taxes by the

from the Executive Team
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deadline. But spring is also a time for renewal – the time when we update or
spruce up our surroundings. It is with these thoughts in mind that we bring
you the latest edition of our newsletter.

Dana Copeland
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Growth

Living Well

Since our last newsletter, we opened two new locations in Virginia; a
second Suffolk office located closer to Suffolk’s Downtown area at 2000
Hillpoint Blvd. and a new location in Gloucester at 6814 Teagle Lane. The
Gloucester location is close to Gloucester’s historic courthouse area.
We have also added to our group of advisors. In February we welcomed
Courtney Williams, financial advisor, and his assistant, Kristin Ovall, to our
newest market in Charlotte, N.C. In his role, Courtney focuses on retirement
planning and tax-efficient investing. Courtney is known for the value he

places on customer service and strives to provide his clients with the best
experience possible. He understands the complexities of the financial
industry and can break down the process in a way that removes
complication and confusion. Simply put, Courtney wants his clients to
understand what they own and why
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they own it, allowing the process to be solely focused on
reaching his client’s financial goal.

Mark your Calendar
We will be holding our second annual Client Appreciation

Chad Rushing, financial advisor, opened his new office

Summer BBQ at both our Chesapeake and Suffolk

location in Pinckneyville, IL. Pinckneyville anxiously

locations. The Chesapeake event will be on June 6 from 4-7

awaited the new building, which happens to be the first

p.m. at the Freedom Street Partners office located at: 516

time in over four decades that the town square has seen new

Innovation Drive, Chesapeake and the Suffolk BBQ will be

construction. Chad and his senior operations assistants,

held at Sleepy Hole Park on June 13 from 3-7 p.m. We hope

Elizabeth Robinette and Vicki Decker, are excited to show

to see you there! 

folks around the new location.
As our organization and financial advisor affiliations
continue to grow, so does the number of households
we serve and the assets that we manage. Over the past
quarter, we increased our assets under management to
over $640 million dollars*. This is a testament to our
team of advisors and staff that allow us to serve our clients
and their families who have trusted us with their financial
futures and goals. We truly believe that by specializing in
Life and Wealth Optimization, while managing investment
risk, we can help our clients focus on their family’s dreams,
challenges, and personal life goals.

Community Events
Throughout the first quarter we held our regularly
scheduled Town Halls and Market Updates along with
client events that included a Valentine’s Day luncheon
hosted by Andrew Gregory, Scott Danner and Reed Sloat.
We also supported a variety of community and charity
gatherings. In Suffolk, we enjoyed time with our “4 legged”
friends at the Suffolk Humane Society’s annual Paws for
the Arts Gala and we sponsored the Suffolk Center for
Cultural Arts Concert Series with the iconic beach music
band, The Embers. Freedom Street’s own Margie Wiley
was the emcee at both of these events.

*As of this publication $646,018,035
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
DA N A COPEL AND • CLIEN T RELAT IO N S HI P MA N A GE R • joined FSP in November 2017
In this quarter’s Employee Spotlight, we introduce you to Dana Copeland. Dana joined
our firm in 2017 as Rob Estes’ financial advisor, assistant. She now serves all of Freedom
Street Partners in an administrative capacity. Dana is originally from the Chuckatuck
area of Suffolk and credits her mom for her love of life. “My mom always told me to enjoy
life and be true to yourself. And those who know me can see that is reflected in the way
that I live.”

A day in the life
Dana let us know that a typical day is anything but typical. “It’s hard to describe a typical
day. I seem to do something different each day which makes the job more enjoyable. I
am not a fan of the ‘cookie cutter job.’ That can get boring very fast. I enjoy diversity and
I have that at Freedom Street.”
Dana believes there are a few key points that contribute to her success as a client
relationship manager. “Do not stress over the things you cannot control and be open to
change. You never know what might come down the end of the road. I always try to learn
and understand the big picture, which isn’t always easy. The more you understand the
WHY, the better you can do the HOW. Although I am naturally a multitasker, I have
worked to compartmentalize the work and try to focus on one step at a time.”

Outside the office
Dana is passionate about music and would love to learn how to play the drums and
saxophone. “My taste in music is versatile. I listen to multiple styles from many
decades. I like country, rap, R&B, rock, classic rock, jazz, soft rock, alternative, punk…. I have favorite songs from each
decade from the 1940s to now. There are currently 13,537 songs on my iPod!”

Favorite day at work
And of course, when we asked about her favorite day at the office, in true
Dana fashion, she shared her favorite (dream) day. “The day I had to travel to
a Caribbean Island beach to get a signature from a client. Oh!!! Wait!!! That
one has not happened yet. But when it does, that will be my favorite day. In
all seriousness, it’s hard to pick a favorite day since I have not had a bad one
yet. I have enjoyed even the busiest of days.”
Just wait, Dana, that dream day might be coming! 
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MUST-SEE SPRING BLOOMS

D

epending on where you live, it might not yet be evident, but it is officially spring in the Northern
Hemisphere. Soon enough, birdsongs will fill the air and everything will be in blossom. While
there is an abundance of festivals celebrating the renaissance of greenery, these places’ blooms
are among the best.

Washington, D.C.
Peaking near the end of March, the famed cherry
blossoms turn the Tidal Basin into a dazzling canvas
of pink and white. Gifts from Japan more than a
century ago, the cherry trees have come to symbolize
the start of spring in our nation’s capital. There are
nearly 4,000 trees in 11 varieties near the National
Mall, and peak bloom is expected this week. The
National Cherry Blossom Festival runs until April 15.

Japan
The ancestral home of D.C.’s cherry trees, Japan
has several areas throughout its islands that are
great for viewing sakura. Utilizing the bullet train
system, visitors can make their way quickly from
south to north as the warm weather and blooms
spread in late March and early April. Set against
the backdrop of a 400-year-old, the blossoms
in Hirosaki are particularly worth checking out.
Shinjuku Gyoen in Tokyo is a reliable spot thanks
to its proliferation of early- and late-blooming
trees. Chureito Pagoda in the shadow of Mount
Fuji is among the most picturesque spots.
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The Netherlands
Obsessed with the flower since the Tulip Mania of the
17th century, the Dutch have cultivated the world’s
finest tulip garden at Keukenhof in Lisse, South
Holland. About 7 million bulbs are planted across
79 acres and pop up in variety of bright colors. The
park opened last week and remains open until May
13. The best time to see the bulbs is usually mid-April,
during which time river cruises designed around
tulip viewing are in high demand.

Morocco
High in the Atlas Mountains a 6-hour drive from
Marrakech lies M’Goun Valley, aka the Valley of Roses.
Between April and mid-May, the valley yields 3,0004,000 tons of wild roses. Used in the production of
perfumes, oils, soaps and rose water, the plants have
also inspired an annual Rose Festival in May. According
to legend, the flowers were introduced to the area by a
Berber trader from Damascus, and the sweet-smelling
Damask roses are now a highly sought-after prize
among France’s top perfumers.

France
The lavender fields of Provence aren’t in full bloom
until mid-June, but they are more than worth the
wait. The Luberon countryside erupts in purples and
blues until harvesting is complete in mid-August,
filled with gorgeous sights and smells. Charming hill
towns such as Aurel and Sault make for a beautiful
staging area for a driving tour, and the fields around
the Abbey of Senanque are the perfect setting for a
photo, so long as you arrive early in the morning or
late in the evening to avoid the throngs. 
By Damien Martin
From our partners at Largay Travel, an independent third-party.
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RETIREMENT WITH YOUR NEW BEST FRIEND

O

h, the joy of coming home, enthusiastically welcomed
by your darling labradoodle or greeted by the soft
purr of your rescued tabby. You just can’t put a price on
that unconditional love and steadfast companionship or
the value that adds to your life. Cuddling, purring, and
playtime, for example, and silly antics ripe for sharing
hilarious videos. And of course, the emotional bond. It’s
not hard to understand why many people see a pet when
they picture their retirement years.

...most of the time
Negative thinking is practically impossible when your face
is being licked. But the fact is pets of all ages take work.
Puppies and kittens, in particular, require tons of effort
and, perhaps most important, patience. And any pet, with
just one minor or major incident, can throw your day offkilter. Whatever type of pet you consider, be aware of its
requirements and make sure you’re up for the task.

Pet practicalities
It may not be easy to find your next pet pal, but it will be

worth it, if you take the time to find the right match. It will
take a bit of research to figure out which type and size of
pet would be ideal for the way you live now and the way
you’ll live later.
The right match: Consider your age, health, and
personality traits and the temperament and life
expectancy of the animal you want to adopt. You’ll also
want to select your new best friend, in part, based on your
anticipated lifestyle five to 10 years down the line.

Because pets rule...
Sure, we might grumble when Fido begs to be let out in
the morning or Kitty meows impatiently for breakfast,
but caring for them can actually translate into caring for
ourselves. Walking the dog, for example, can improve
your overall health. Petting a kitten can help reduce blood
pressure and stress. In fact, owning a pet has been shown
to increase your brain’s serotonin and dopamine, reduce
cholesterol and triglycerides, and give you a sense of
purpose.
Your pet benefits, too. Adopting one of the millions of pets
in shelters can save a life even as it improves yours. Two
other amazing gifts come in the forms of structure and
friendships. When you care for a pet, routine is practically
required. From feeding and walks, to attention and
playtime, your day becomes more full and fun. You also
don’t have to worry about icebreakers and conversation
starters with potential new friends. Pets love doing that
work, which means all you have to do is watch your social
circle grow.
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The size factor: Many retirees choose smaller dogs or cats,
which require less food compared to a larger animal, but
may also require more attention and care. Choosing your
pet pal carefully is important so you don’t find yourself
having to surrender a pet you can no longer care for. Who
knows, maybe your ideal pal ends up being a bird, fish,
turtle or iguana. Depending on your physical and mental
needs, a service pet could be a great choice, too.
Road buddies: If you like to travel in retirement, be sure
to plan accordingly and pack favorite blankets and toys
for the trip. Consider transport crates or pet seat belts
to keep your companion safe. And of course, integrate
plenty of stops.

For people between ages 40 and 80 who
live alone, owning a dog can increase your
life span by 33% and decrease your risk of
cardiovascular-related death by 36%
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Helping hands: Even the most capable pet owners can get
caught off guard. If your pet gets sick or has an emergency,
it’s good to have someone you can call for assistance. In some
situations, you and a leash may not be enough.
Info within reach: Keep important paperwork (vaccination
records, microchip information, etc.) handy in case you need it
quickly. It’s also good to have necessary contact numbers (vet
and emergency clinic) in plain sight.

Furry finances
The love is priceless; the responsibility is not. If you’re
considering adopting an animal, be sure to budget for the
recurring costs. Puppies, for example, can add more than $800
in total expenses during the first year alone. So along with a
ton of effort and training, deeper pockets may also be required.

A PRETTY PENNY
Americans, collectively, spend billions on our pets. Take a look at
where our money went in 2017.
CAT E GO RY

2 017 EST I MAT E ( I N BI L L IO N S)
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V E T E RI N A RY CA RE /
PE T I N SU RA N CE 			
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S U P P L I ES A N D
OVE R-T H E- CO U N T ER
ME D I CAT I O N S

$ 15.11

GRO O M I N G & B OA RDI NG

$ 6 .16

LIVE A N I M A L P U R CHAS ES

$ 2 .10

TOTA L

$ 6 9 .5 1

Studies have shown that robo-pets can have a calming effect on
people suffering from Alzheimer’s and other dementias. From
puppies and kittens, to otters and many more, these “pets” help
soothe anxiety and reduce isolation. Many nursing facilities
are now incorporating robo-pets into their animal therapy
programs, particularly helpful if someone becomes agitated in
the middle of the night.
It may seem odd at first, but anecdotal reports show that those
who interact with robotic therapy pets seem to receive rewards
that are as real as it gets. If you still want the real deal, consider
fostering or borrowing a pet for a day or two. Several apps and
nonprofits help connect animal lovers with shelter animals that
need companionship, too.

The average American pet owner spends $1,549 per year on a
dog and $988 on a cat, most of it on food, vet care, grooming
and boarding. Unforeseen medical costs add to the expenses,
especially as an animal ages. In recent years, pet owners have
had the option to purchase health insurance to ensure their
animal gets the care they need without adding financial stress
on the family. For a small monthly premium, you could save big
on the unexpected. Depending on the deductible you choose,
premiums can be as low as $50.

With just a little research, retirees who would like the perfect
buddy can enjoy one of the most priceless bonds imaginable,
without breaking the bank. The key is finding the pet that is
right for you and your family. So if you’re ready for some
licking, laughter and tail wagging, get digging! 
Sources: agingcare.com; aginginplace.org; caninejournal.com; forbes.com;
mnn.com; nature.com; nytimes.com; pettraveltales.com; thepetgazette.com;
American Pet Products Association

High affection, no maintenance
For those who can’t commit to caring for an animal companion,
there are options. Several researchers and tech companies
have introduced lifelike, socially assistive robo-pets for use
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in elder care or special needs environments. These amazingly
realistic pals are making a mark in the medical field as much as
they do on hearts.

From Fall 2018 Worthwhile Magazine
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PATIENCE REWARDED
F RO M O UR I N VESTM EN T CO M M I TTEE

M AR K E T P O S I T I V E S
•
•
•

The Fed said it would not raise the federal
funds rate in 2019
Corporate fundamentals continue to show
strength
Most economic indicators remain healthy

M AR K E T N E G AT I V E S
•
•
•

The Fed has forecasted for slower economic growth going
forward
Trade tariffs continue to be in headlines and thus, far unresolved
There is potential for concern if economic indicators continue
to slow

D

espite a difficult end to 2018 for equities and the longest government shutdown in history, equity markets have
rebounded nicely and have shown resiliency through the first quarter of 2019. The rebound for equities came from a
shift in outlook from the Federal Reserve. The Fed moved from the stance of raising rates to a new tone of flexibility and
patience, demonstrating their ability to pause the number of rate hikes until they can observe the lag effect of prior rate
increases on economic growth and inflation. Based on this change, we expect equities to increase as interest rates try to
stabilize. We also expect the U.S. dollar to consolidate from its upward trend and possibly weaken into the second half of
the year. This will be positive for global equities as it may relieve currency headwinds that domestic investors face when
buying foreign investments. Investors’ patience with volatility to close 2018 was rewarded with such a strong first quarter,
but given the speed and magnitude of the recovery, the path ahead calls for cautious optimism.

Fed Policy
In March, the Federal Reserve cut guidance for further rate hikes in 2019 from two to zero. The Fed acknowledged that
economic growth has appeared to slow and as a result revised 2019 GDP estimates down from 2.3% to 2.1%. The Fed
promised to be more transparent with regards to their balance sheet and they provided direction around the positioning
of their balance sheet.
After the Great Recession, the Federal Reserve purchased trillions of dollars worth of bonds in the open market through
what’s known as open market operations. This process allows them to manipulate interest rates through supply and
demand. Over the last couple of years, they have slowly reduced their balance sheet and made it clear that they will most
likely halt roll offs by September. They will continue to allow Mortgage Back Security (MBS) principal payments to roll off
but unlike before, they will purchase U.S. Treasuries instead of MBS.
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U.S. Stock Market
U.S. equities, measured by the S&P 500,
had a strong start to the year with a return
of 13%, which reflects a different picture
from the December lows. This has been
driven by a combination of corporate
buybacks, better than expected earnings,
a patient Federal Reserve, and progress
on the trade front. With the Fed in a more
recent dovish stance, this has fueled more
appetite for equities as it appears rates will
be lower for longer. However, we caution
chasing returns because valuations
appear to be getting slightly extended.
Geopolitical risk continues to linger and
could abruptly disrupt the performance
run-up we have experienced. While it
seems a trade resolution may be in the
works, the market has priced a lot of this
in and could create a surge in volatility if
progress weakens.
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International Stock Markets
On the international front, we have seen strong performance from the Chinese stock market to start 2019, which has provided a
much-needed boost to emerging market stocks. Based on the MSCI China A Share Index, China is up 30.9% in the first quarter,
which has also helped the MSCI Emerging Market Index climb to a respectable return of 9.9%. Based on returns thus far,
investors appear to be optimistic that China’s economy will start to recover from the drastic economic slowdown it experienced
throughout 2018. Brexit also continues to be in the headlines. No true progress has been made and we continue to have very little
clarity regarding Britain’s departure from the European Union. It has been nearly three years since the original vote took place
for a Brexit referendum and we do not appear to be any closer to a separation now than we were in 2016. While valuations look
more attractive in the developed part of Europe, we don’t recommend falling into a value trap. With that said, it is still important
to maintain exposure to international equities, both developed and emerging, within a diversified portfolio.
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Bond Market
U.S. Treasury Yield Curve

Yield (%)

3.2
The Federal Reserve’s pause on
3.11
3.01
3.00
increasing the federal funds rate had
3.0
2.97
a direct impact on the fixed income
2.8
markets. The accommodative tone
2.6
caused yields for maturities longer
than one year to fall further, resulting
2.4
in an inversion between some
2.2
maturities. An inversion occurs when
2.0
shorter maturity yields are greater
than the yields of longer maturities
1.8
with similar credit quality, which we
1.6
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can see in the chart below. While it
Maturity (Years)
Now
One Week Ago
One Month Ago
One Year Ago
is generally known that an inverted
Sources © Tullett Prebon Information,*SWX Swiss Exchange
yield curve precedes a recession, it is
important to remember this has only
been historically accurate when comparing the 10-year and 2-year Treasury. As of now, the spread between the 2-year and
the 10-year treasury has flattened to less than 0.10%. Meaning, the yield of the 10-year Treasury is still higher than that of
the 2-year, yet spreads between the two are narrowing. Historically speaking, when an inversion between the two takes
place, it takes between 12 and 24 months before a recession occurs. In fact, equity markets have performed quite well when
the yield curve has been this flat as seen in the chart above.

source: Bespoke Investment Group
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Economy
The recent summary of economic projections has
indicated that the Fed has downgraded its outlook
on the U.S. economy for the next couple of years.
A lot of this is believed to be a ripple effect from
the ongoing trade issues between the U.S., China,
and the E.U. As previously mentioned, GDP growth
estimates were reduced from 2.3% to 2.1% for 2019.
The unemployment rate has also been negatively
revised, going from 3.5% to 3.7%, but we would
emphasize that a 3.7% unemployment rate is still
very healthy. Inflation expectations have also
fallen. This is an important metric that the Fed
uses for its dual mandate policy when considering
rate hikes (employment & inflation). Inflation is
not expected to climb past 2.0%, the Fed’s targeted
rate, through 2021. The Fed has forecasted higher
inflation for the last couple of years, but the market
has been skeptical of the Fed’s optimism.
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Next Steps
We continue to believe that discipline around portfolio
diversification and rebalancing will be important in
2019. With recession risks increasing as we progress
further into this bull market, we recommend investors
evaluate their portfolios with their financial advisor. If
you find your portfolio is overweight in higher-risk asset
classes, like emerging markets, consider bringing them
back in balance. For more volatile areas of fixed income,
like high yield, consider moving up in credit quality.
During equity volatility, these areas of fixed income
can be highly correlated with the equity portion of your
portfolio. With less liquidity, investors will be forced to
sell at unfavorable prices.

F R E E D O M S T R E E T PA RT N E R S . C O M

The market had a strong start to 2019, which led to
increased investor optimism, but we recommend staying
away from chasing returns. While it is probable that the
market will continue to climb, it is equally possible that
the market will adjust as valuations have become slightly
stretched. As we have mentioned, the most important
investing principle is sticking with long-term investing
goals. After all, we do not adjust our investing process or
policies based on short term market movements, and the
same goes for long-term investment plans. 
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CAN YOU SAVE A BUNCH WITH BUNCHING?
AGGREGATING CHARITABLE GIFTS COULD ALLOW YOU TO GIVE DURING YOUR LIFETIME AND SAVE MONEY AT TAX TIME.

P

icture this. You’re married, filing jointly in the top 35% tax bracket. You typically give $8,000 a year to your favorite charity, enjoying
the do-gooder feeling and the tax deduction when you itemized. Your charitable donation combined with your state and local tax
deduction ($10,000, the cap for this deduction) and mortgage interest deduction ($7,000) comes to $25,000. But the 2017 Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act doubled the standardized deduction to $24,000 ($12,000 for single filers). You’re saving $350 a year in taxes on the $1,000 above
the standard deduction. Nice, but itemizing may not be quite as fruitful this tax year as it has been in the past.
On the other hand, a strategy called bunching could give you a significant leg up. If you are able to, bunching three (or more) years of
charitable giving into one year--say, $24,000 total in our example--allows you to itemize the full $17,000 over the standard deduction.
That’s a potential tax savings of $5,950, in this case. Please see the nearby illustration for a breakdown of the math.

Bunching deductions in action

Is cash king?

In our example, a married couple in the 35% tax bracket who
normally donate $8,000 annually would save thousands by
aggregating multiple years of their charitable contribution into
a single year. Bunching pushes them well past the new $24,000
standard deduction for couples filing jointly, offering significant
federal income tax savings.

If you don’t have access to that much liquidity to take
advantage of bunching, you still have options. You can, of
course, slowly and steadily put aside cash each month to
accumulate a larger contribution. You can also fund gifts
with appreciated securities to avoid capital gains taxes. A
contribution of appreciated securities owned for more than
one year is deductible at market value in an amount up to 30%
of adjusted gross income.
Another option is bunching charitable contributions into your
donor advised fund (DAF). In one year, you can consolidate
your contribution to the DAF, itemize that gift and then use
the DAF to support favored causes over a number of years.
Basically, you can donate what you would give in the next
three to five years today in a DAF, and then take your time
deciding how to distribute it over the years to come. Even
better, if you’re not entirely sure who you want to benefit from
your generosity or in what amounts, a DAF gives you some
wiggle room to make those decisions--while allowing your
money an opportunity to grow. Potential icing on the cake?
Bunching through your DAF using appreciated securities to
fund the donation. In addition to the benefits offered through
your DAF, you’ll get the deduction for the full market value
and avoid paying capital gains taxes on investments held over
a year, yielding a bigger tax benefit overall. And, if you are
donating to a tax-exempt organization, it won’t pay capital
gains taxes either.
Bunching isn’t new, but it has become more relevant given
the new, higher deduction built into the tax law, which
also eliminated the personal exemption. In addition, the
Pease limitations have been repealed, no longer reducing
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The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act increased the

Double-impact

standard deductions and limited or eliminated

deferred gifts

many personal deductions. As such, many of

Assets in qualified retirement
accounts are subject to
both income and estate tax
- and are aptly nicknamed
double-tax assets as a result
- however, you can use the
tax code to get a double-tax
benefit instead, with the help
of your professional advisors.
Tax-motivated donors can
reduce future state and
income tax by first naming
their spouse as beneficiary
of the qualified retirement
account, then naming the
charity as a secondary
beneficiary after you both
pass away.

us may start taking the standard deduction
instead of itemizing. However, there are still
ways to give and receive a tax benefit with the
help of a knowledgeable professional team.

the itemized deductions of higher-income earners who give to
charity. Many saw the changes in the tax law as a hindrance to
philanthropic endeavors, but if taxpayers strategize with their
financial professionals, the changes could be seen as encouraging
charitable giving.
As with many tax-saving techniques, it pays to discuss ideas
with your financial advisor and accountant first. They can help
you determine what strategy will work best given your personal
circumstances. 
From Spring 2019 Worthwhile Magazine
Raymond James does not provide tax services. Please discuss these matters with the
appropriate professional.

Ups and Downs
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Estimated percentage of households
predicted to itemize under the new tax
law, down from 30%
The limit for cash contributions was
raised from 50% to 60% of adjusted
gross income for those whose itemized
deductions exceed the new, higher
standard deduction
Predicted decrease in charitable giving
due to the new tax law, according to
Independent Sector

Number of tax payers predicted to stop
taking the charitable deduction under
the new tax law, according to the Tax
Policy Center

ABCs of QCDs
If bunching isn’t right for
you, ask your accountant and
advisor about philanthropy
through RMDs, which offers a
logical solution for charitably
minded people over age
70 1/2. the IRA qualified
charitable distribution (QCD),
or so-called IRA charitable
rollover, allows you to
transfer up to $100,000 a
year from an IRA directly to
charity, with the exception
of DAFs, and have it count
toward your annual required
minimum distribution (RMD).
The distribution is not taxable
to you as an RMD, nor is it
deductible. And since it’s not
deductible, you don’t have
to worry about itemizing,
deduction limitations or
exceeding the standard
deduction threshold.

Sources: Fidelity Charitable; Raymond James Tax Planning Considerations: Charitable Giving and Estate Planning
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MILESTONES

MILESTONES
OUR T EAM ’S LATEST A CCO MPLI SHME N TS

Audie the “FSP office dog” hard at work with his

Margie Wiley backstage at the Suffolk Center for

mom, Margie Wiley.

Cultural Arts before The Embers show.

Chad Rushing and his team at his new office

Reed Sloat and his family welcomed their newest

building in Pinckneyville, IL.

PAG E 14

addition, Sadie Ann Sloat!
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MILESTONES

Reed Sloat, Fred Reddel and Brian Elms
discuss plans for the new office in Charlotte, N.C.

Plans for Charlotte, NC office are
finalized! The North Carolina team will move
in at the beginning of June.

FSP working with our partners in Los Angeles
and Boston at our Team Meeting to share ideas
in anticipation of the National Conference later
this spring.
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516 Innovation Drive, Suite 205
Chesapeake, VA 23320
T: 757.977.0998
F: 757.977.0997
1889 Governor’s Pointe Drive
Suffolk, VA 23436
T: 757.529.2617
F: 757.745.7777

7 West Jackson Street
Pinckneyville, IL 62274
T: 618.357.5226
F: 618.357.9010

2000 Hillpoint Blvd N, Suite 200
Suffolk, VA 23434
T: 757.809.2130
F: 866.457.2130

1901 Roxborough Road, Suite 118
Charlotte, NC 28211
T: 704.594.5990
F: 866.843.6727
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